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About This Game
If you’re a cube, simple island will become a puzzling maze! You’ll need your shrewdness to get out of island. You surely have
some, but if you doubt it – it’s time 5d3b920ae0
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very nice puzzle game, challenging (at least for me) but still very fun. i made it to level 13 in 2 hours and the difficulty really
ramps up fast haha. i feel like if you enjoy a rubiks cube you'd love this game.. u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50. very nice puzzle
game, challenging (at least for me) but still very fun. i made it to level 13 in 2 hours and the difficulty really ramps up fast haha.
i feel like if you enjoy a rubiks cube you'd love this game.. u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50. u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50.
very nice puzzle game, challenging (at least for me) but still very fun. i made it to level 13 in 2 hours and the difficulty really
ramps up fast haha. i feel like if you enjoy a rubiks cube you'd love this game.

Island Maze 1.1 update released : A small update for Island Maze is now available: Added Undo (now you can undo any number
of moves) Redesigned levels 15, 19, 24, 26 and 27
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